
IMPULSIVE 
     Synonyms:  spontaneous, impetuous, erratic, flighty, 
     capricious, hasty 

Just being active helps dispel some of your anxiety, so you tend 
to take off on impulse, doing what feels good at the moment.  
However, when forced to perform to certain standards, you have 
the ability to do what is expected and required.   

This individual tends to jump capriciously from one thing to 
another, resulting in a lot of half-done projects left hanging in 
the middle.   

You need an environment with plenty of space and time to work 
alone, but with a supervisor near by.  Having someone to answer 
to on a regular basis will help you to complete your assignments.  

If left to your own devices too long, you may be tempted to go 
off in a new direction, leaving some tasks unfinished.   

He works in fits and starts, dropping things in the middle and 
maybe not picking them up again. 

Impatient and eager to get moving, this guy jumps to conclusions 
at the drop of a hat.   

Although he is perceptive, he tends to seek information that will 
confirm his own prejudices, which can impair his ability to make 
sound judgments.   

You throw yourself into a relationship with a white-hot intensity 
that tends to burn itself out rather quickly.   

It isn't easy for you to stay in a lasting situation because you 
get bored quickly. 

Spontaneous, maybe even impulsive, you jump into new activities 
without a second thought.  You are responsive and outgoing in 
your expressions, reacting the instant something happens.   

You tend to rush into anything that looks interesting, and may 
sometimes find yourself in deeper water than you had planned.   



Because you are impulsive and focused on getting things going, 
you often neglect to make preparations and consider the possible 
consequences of your actions. 

Often torn between the past and the future, you can be a bit 
impulsive when you do decide to try something new. Initial 
caution gives way to impetuousness and you jump in with both 
feet.  Such versatility helps you to be even more creative, but 
it may make others a little crazy with your unpredictability. 

Inactivity annoys her, so she may act impulsively rather than 
taking the time to plan ahead.  She moves just for the sake of 
movement, and this could affect her view of employment--long-term 
positions may not hold her interest. 

I would be willing to bet you have no schedule for yourself, even 
such as house plants get attended to on Thursday mornings.  You 
are wonderfully impetuous and that is not bad.  However, it 
should though not carry the decision all the time.  For example, 
when finances are slow, one cannot indulge one's inspirations for 
spending.  But even when finances are on better terms with needs, 
one sets up a rainy day fund that inspirations and impulses, no 
matter how aesthetically or nobly born, must be gently taught to 
sublimate.  Gentleness is the way we discipline our impulses.   

It is difficult for others to know how to respond to this 
individual, as her work mode and social style tend to be erratic.  
She will react to one situation in a particular way, then, when a 
similar circumstance occurs, have a completely different 
response. 

Spontaneous and instinctive, you go with your gut reaction, 
following your hunches and improvising as you go along.   

You may be very happy and upbeat, or you may be angry, but the 
mood doesn't last long as you quickly experience the feeling and 
go on to the next thing. 

You welcome interruptions to the daily schedule and are always 
ready for the unplanned.   

It isn't easy for you to be objective in your thinking because 
you are affected deeply by what happens around you and you tend 
to react very spontaneously. 



He tries to control his emotions and impulses and then gets 
carried away by them.  He probably does not know how he really 
feels other than whatever is the impulse of the moment.  But he 
lacks the backbone to resolve on the best course of action and 
pursue it uncompromisingly--uncompromising honor and strength of 
character and values, that is. 

Your feelings influence your decisions, and sometimes you will 
say or do things you don't really mean. 


